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Claim Type by Cause of Injury 

Assaults and Violent Acts     
Assaults and violent acts by person(s), uns 
Assaults and violent acts, uns 
Assaults by animals, n.e.c. 
Assaults by animals, uns 
Assaults, Violent Acts or Harrassment, n.e.c. 
Biting 
Exposure to Work or Job Related Stress, n.e.c. 
Exposure to work or job-related stress, unspecified 
Heavy Work Loads 
Hitting, kicking, beating 
Nonvenomous bites 
Self-inflicted injury, uns 
Sexual Assault 
Sexual Assault, Verbal Sexual Assault or Harassment, n.e.c. 
Squeezing, pinching, scratching, twisting 
Threats or verbal assaults 
 
Bodily Reaction & Exertion 
Bending, climbing, crawling, reaching, twisting 
Bodily conditions, n.e.c. 
Bodily reaction & exertion, uns 
Bodily reaction, n.e.c. 
Bodily reaction, uns 
Bodily reactions & exertion, n.e.c. 
Overexertion in carrying, turning or welding objects 
Overexertion in lifting 
Overexertion in lifting (object) nd turning (body) 
Overexertion in Lifting and Turning (Object) 
Overexertion in pulling or pushing objects 
Overexertion in throwing objects 
Overexertion, n.e.c. 
Overexertion, uns 
Repetitive motion, n.e.c. 
Repetitive motion, uns 
Repetitive placing/grasping/moving objects, except tools 
Repetitive use of tools 
Running--without other incident 
Sitting 
Slip, trip, loss of balance--without fall 
Slip, trip, loss of balance--without fall, uns 
Slipping on something--without fall 
Standing 
Static posture without application of force to an object 
Stepping in a hole--without fall 
Sudden reaction when surprised, ..., startled 
Tripping over something--without fall 
Typing or key entry 
Walking--without other incident 
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Contacts with Objects & Equipment 
Caught in or compressed by equip./objects, uns 
Caught in or crushed in collapsing structure 
Caught in running equipment or machinery 
Caught in/compressed by equip./obj., n.e.c. 
Caught in/crushed in collapsing materials, n.e.c. 
Caught in/crushed in collapsing materials, uns 
Compressed/pinched by rolling, sliding/shifting obj. 
Contact with obj. & equipment, uns 
Contact with objects and equipment, n.e.c. 
Excavation or trenching cave-in 
Rubbed or abraded by foreign matter in eye 
Rubbed or abraded by friction or pressure, n.e.c. 
Rubbed or abraded by kneeling on surface 
Rubbed or abraded by objects being handled 
Rubbed, ..., or jarred by vehicle/mobile equip. vibration 
Rubbed, abraded, or jarred by vibration, n.e.c. 
Stepped on object 
Struck against moving object 
Struck against object, n.e.c. 
Struck against object, uns 
Struck against stationary object 
Struck by discharged object or substance 
Struck by dislodged flying object, particle 
Struck by falling object 
Struck by flying object, n.e.c. 
Struck by flying object, uns 
Struck by object, n.e.c. 
Struck by object, uns 
Struck by or slammed in swinging door or gate 
Struck by rolling/sliding/falling obj. on floor/ground level 
Struck by slipping handheld object 
Struck by swinging or slipping object, n.e.c. 
Struck by swinging or slipping object, uns 
Struck/Pierced by needle (not transmitting disease) 
Exposure to Harmful Substances or Environments 
 
Exposure to Harmful Substances or Environments 
Bee, wasp, hornet sting 
Choking on object or substance 
Contact with cold objects or substances 
Contact with electric current of machine/tool/…light fixture 
Contact with electric current, n.e.c. 
Contact with electric current, uns 
Contact with hot objects or substances 
Contact with overhead power lines 
Contact with skin or other exposed tissue 
Contact with temperature extremes, uns 
Contact with wiring, transformers, or other electrical components 
Expos. to harmful subs./environments, n.e.c. 
Expos. to harmfull subs./enviroments, uns 
Expos. to traumatic/stressful event, n.e.c. 
Exposure to caustic, noxious, or allergenic subs. Uns 
Exposure to caustic, noxious, or allerginic subs., n.e.c. 
Exposure to environmental cold 
Exposure to environmental heat 
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Exposure to noise in single incident 
Exposure to noise over time 
Exposure to noise, uns 
Exposure to radiation, n.e.c. 
Exposure to sun 
Exposure to welding light 
Ingestion of substance 
Inhalation in enclosed, restricted, or confined space 
Inhalation in open or nonconfined space 
Inhalation of substance, n.e.c. 
Inhalation of substance, uns 
Injections, stings, venomous bites, n.e.c. 
Injections, stings, venomous bites, uns 
Other stings or venomous bites 
Pressure changes underwater 
 
Falls 
Fall down stairs or steps 
Fall from floor, dock, or ground level, n.e.c. 
Fall from ground level to lower level 
Fall from ladder 
Fall from loading dock 
Fall from nonmoving vehicle 
Fall from piled or stacked material 
Fall from roof edge 
Fall from roof, n.e.c. 
Fall from roof, uns 
Fall from scaffold, staging, platform 
Fall on same level, n.e.c. 
Fall on same level, uns 
Fall onto or against objects 
Fall through existing floor opening 
Fall through existing roof opening 
Fall through floor surface 
Fall through roof surface 
Fall to floor, walkway, or other surface 
Fall to lower level, n.e.c. 
Fall to lower level, uns 
Fall, n.e.c.(Includes: Jumps on Same Level) 
Fall, uns 
Jump from nonmoving vehicle 
Jump from scaffold, platform, loading dock 
Jump from structure, structural element, n.e.c. 
Jump to lower level, n.e.c. 
Jump to lower level, uns 
 
Fires & Explosions 
Explosion of battery 
Explosion of pressure vessel or piping 
Explosion, n.e.c. 
Fire in residence, building, or other structure 
Fire or explosion, n.e.c. 
Fire or explosion, uns 
Fire, n.e.c. 
Fire, uns 
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Forest, brush, or other outdoor fire 
Ignition of clothing from controlled heat source 
     
Transportation Accidents 
Aircraft accident during takeoff or Landing 
Aircraft accident, n.e.c. 
Aircraft accident, uns 
Collision between railway vehicle and other vehicle 
Collision between vehicles or mobile equip. 
Collision between vehicles, mobile equipment, n.e.c. 
Collision between vehicles, mobile equipment, uns 
Derailment 
Fall from moving vehicle, mobile equipment-nonhighway 
Fall from ship, boat, n.e.c. 
Fall on ship, boat 
Fell from and struck by vehicle, mobile equipment 
Highway accident, n.e.c. 
Highway accident,uns 
Jack-knifed or overturned--no collision 
Loss of controll-nonhighway accident 
Moving and standing vehicle, mobile equip.--in roadway 
Moving in intersection 
Moving in opposite directions, oncoming 
Moving in same direction 
Moving/standing vehicle/mobile equipment--side of road 
Noncollision accident, n.e.c. 
Noncollision accident, n.e.c.-nonhighway accident 
Noncollision accident, uns 
Nonhighway accident, n.e.c. 
Overturned-nonhighway accident 
Pedest. struck by veh., mobile equip on side of road 
Pedest. struck by veh., mobile equip. in parking lot 
Pedestrian struck by veh., mobile equip. in roadway 
Pedestrian struck by vehicle, mobile equip., uns 
Pedestrian struck by vehicle, mobile equipment, n.e.c. 
Railway accident, n.e.c. 
Ran off highway--no collision 
Re-entrant collision 
Struck by shifting load 
Sudden start of stop, n.e.c.-nonhighway accident 
Sudden start or stop, n.e.c. 
Transportation accident, n.e.c. 
Transportation accident, uns 
Vehicle struck stationary obj.,equip. on side of road 
Vehicle struck stationary obj./equip. in roadway 
Vehicle, mobile equip. struck stationary object 
 
Other  
Other events or exposures, n.e.c. 
Other events or exposures, uns 
Unknown 
 


